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What a delightful meeting we had at Oberlin College in Ohio this summer! Many
thanks to Art Remillard and Stephen
Baker for their leadership on the Program
Committee. But, as we all know, there are
dozens of people who help make our meetings
such successes—Morning Group Seminar
conveners, participants and presiders in the
Working Groups, all the people who help
with the auction, Board members who lend
a hand, our super staff person in our national
office, and many more.

provide attendees with an opportunity to think
critically about the connection between individual choices and the public good.

As usual, I left this year’s meeting energized
and inspired— this year by the excellent
plenary lectures by Sophia McClennen and
Rebecca Schuman, the vibrant discussion in my
Morning Group, the exciting presentations in
the Working Groups, and the many conversations I had throughout the conference.

New Board Member John Wilsey has volunteered to chair the Program Committee and
is already working to secure plenary speakers. Morning Group plans are in the works as
well. New this year will be the opportunity for
individuals who submit work to our Call for
Papers to present virtually. Please direct your
colleagues to our Call for Papers which can be
found here.

It is with that energy and inspiration that
we begin planning now for the 2017 FM at
Simmons College in Boston, MA, July 12-16.
The theme of the conference is Sacrifice, Consumption and the Public Good. As always, our
meeting will be intellectually engaging. It will

Simmons is a great location in Boston, close to
the subway, the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, the Museum of Fine Arts, and Fenway
Park. (The Red Sox will be playing the Yankees
while we’re there). It’s a safe, easy stroll to shopping, dining, and entertainment in the neighborhood, or a quick ride on the “T” can take
you to all that Boston has to offer!

Save the Date!
93rd Annual Fellows Meeting
July 12-16, 2017
Simmons College, Boston, MA
Sacrifice, Consumption, and the Public Good
Registration will begin in early 2017
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The Morning Group: Celebrating the Search, which has been going on for 39 years (Next year is our
BIG ONE) had a wonderful level of depth and sharing led by Libby Sfekas, and warmly followed by
Reade Dornan and Kathleen Banchoff-and we already have three names for next summer in Boston.
Which means we have saved a space for you. We have really become a community within a community- and a very welcoming one. We expect to hear from John Raby, Nancy Corson Carter, and Allison
Moore who will speak at the very college from which she earned her Bachelors: Simmons College
(and, incidentally, the college where I taught for 25 years). We are a group which is very experiential
and focused on what our lives have taught us. Come, share with us.

Pop Culture
The Pop Culture group took advantage of our
location to visit the Rock and
Roll Hall of
Fame in Cleveland. They
were also visited by actress
and historian Ann McEvoy from Ohio’s Women
in History who presented
dialogue as Victoria Woodhull, the first woman ever
to run for President.

A toast to Agnes and Hal Jackson, who have taught us all so much over many decades of society
meetings. Their gift at Oberlin was a combination of adventure, fortitude and grace as they demonstrated that it is not only possible but fun to carefully plan a cross country trip as well as adapt with
patience and grace when life does not recognize the plan. It was no surprise when the SVHE family
stepped in to help Agnes get to and from the hospital where Hal was admitted with a painful, swollen
knee. The Harters, Edwards, Banchoffs, and Cunninghams met in the bar each evening to asses new
developments and plan coverage for the next day. Agnes was patient and unflappable as her inexperienced caregivers learned how to make her comfortable in a room that was anything but "handicap accessible." When on the final day of the conference, Hal's release from hospital was delayed yet again,
Kathleen Banchoff sent Tom home and stayed an extra two nights as solo care giver until the Jacksons
were safely at the airport for their flight back to California; cameras and computers insured with UPS,
and rental car returned. Even as we celebrate this opportunity to serve one another and learn, planning for future meetings will, in addition to excellent child care, make certain that the conference
and hotel staffs are prepared to provide professional services needed by any of us with mobility and
other health issues.
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Facing the Present
Council of Senior Fellows Lecture
Cathy Bao Bean
Last year, when SVHE met at Western Kentucky University, David Jones approached me after we
had both done what many others were still doing: standing in line to congratulate Mary Papke
for sensitizing minds with her memories about our realities, while tuning our funny bones and
nudging our tear ducts, sometimes simultaneously. Those in the audience who already knew
Mary expected no less than a perfectly crafted talk, delivered with good humor and grace. Those
who didn’t yet know her were delighted that anyone could evoke such complex reactions from an
audience whose first sip of caffeine had taken place only five minutes earlier on the fourth day of
cogitating on last year’s conference theme, Working Together? Collaboration and the Future of
Higher Education. David stopped me in my fast tracking to the Morning Group by asking, “Will
you deliver next year’s Council of Senior Fellows’ Breakfast talk?”
Click here for the full text (with illustrations) of Cathy’s talk.

Mary Jo Small Fellows
Three new Mary Jo Small Fellows were introduced to the Society at Oberlin this summer. Katherine Jo is a fourth-year doctoral student specializing in Philosophy of Education in the Department of Education Policy, Organization and Leadership at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Her research interests concern the possibilities for the ethical and spiritual
formation of students in higher education through liberal learning, particularly through engagement with the humanities. Ryan Korstange is a Lecturer and Instructional Coordinator at
Middle Tennessee State University, in Murfreesboro, TN. He received a BA in Ancient Languages from Cornerstone University, an MA in Biblical Studies from Trinity Western University, an
M.Phil in Hebraic, Judaic, and Cognate Studies from Hebrew Union College–Jewish Institute of
Religion, where he is currently completing his doctoral dissertation. Leila Watkins is Assistant
Professor of Honors Interdisciplinary Studies at Western Kentucky University, where she teaches
classes on civic engagement, the public humanities, and literary studies. She received her Ph.D.
in English Language and Literature from the University of Michigan in 2014 and her B.A. from
the University of North Carolina in 2008. Her research interests include Renaissance English poetry, the history of emotion, and early modern religion. She has published in Notes and Queries,
Comparative Drama, and Studies in Philology, and is an assistant editor for Volume 9 of Boydell
and Brewer’s Complete Works of Thomas Traherne (forthcoming in 2017).
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Our hard-working Society brats
sold more tickets for the Pottery
Lottery than ever before. They
didn’t miss an opportunity, joining
in the post plenary socials for a
truly multi-generational gathering
and even seeking potential buyers out at the ice cream parlor in
Oberlin after the plenary. Selling
tickets, and the children’s program
at the FM, provide an opportunity
for interaction across the generations, a unique aspect of the
Society since its inception.
Greg Robbins, winner of the much
coveted Bean Pot, points to his
hero, Adam Cunningham-Wright.
Adam pulled Greg’s winning
ticket at the auction. Greg and
most of the young ticket sellers are
pictured at right. Thanks to all the
kids for their hard work this year,
and thanks to Bennett Bean for
donating his work.

Thanks to all who helped make our meeting at Oberlin a success!

Our annual meetings would not be possible without the many people who generously contribute
their time and talents as well as those who contribute items for the auction, money for the travel
fund and through purchasing those one of a kind items that can only be found at the SVHE auction!
A special thank you to the following for their willingness to serve in a variety of ways.
Art Remillard -Program Chair
Stephen Baker - Program
Chair
Judy Meschel
David Stewart
Amy Berger
Carol Ochs
Mary Papke

Erika Goodman
Linda Susan Beard
Greg Sapp
Cathy Bao Bean
Bennett Bean
Sylvia McTague
Maria Viktoria Abricka
Allen Dunn

Julie Phillips
Paul Swift
Greg Robbins
Howard Carter
Carl Edwards
Laura Bain-Selbo
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Robert A. Spivey Award Winners

Every year at the Fellows Meeting, the Robert A. Spivey Award for Excellence in Scholarship is presented to
two scholars who submitted and presented their work
in repsonse to our Call for Papers. This year the awards
went to Melanie Howard for her paper titled A Satirical
Sermon on Cheeks for Checkpoints: Matthew 5:38-48 as a
Text of Teror for Immigrant Populations and to Grant Julin for his, Laughing through Terror. The Spivey Award is
named in honor of long-time Fellow and former SVHE
President Robert Spivey and includes a $300 prize.

Soundings Editorial Office moves to WKU
After a successful stay at Florida State University in Tallahassee, FL,
Soundings:An Interdisciplinary Journal will be moving its editorial
office to Westen Kentucky University in Bowling Green. The move
was precipitated by editor John Kelsay’s retirement from Florida
State. The move will bring the bulk of SVHE’s operations under one
roof. Soundings will share office space with the SVHE adminstrative office at WKU.
A triumvirate of editors will take over leadership of the journal ar
WKU. Dr. Eric Bain-Selbo, Philiosophy and Religion Department
Chair and SVHE Executive Director will serve as one of the editors
to facilitate a smooth transition. Dr. Anthony Harkins, Associate
Professor of History at WKU and director of the pop culture studies
program here, will serve as an editor as well. Dr. Harkins presented
on Hill Billy culture at the Pop Culture Morning Group at the FM at
WKU last summer. aThe editorial team is rounded out by Dr. Jane
Fife, Associate Professor of English at WKU. The journal will continue to be published quarterly by the Penn State University Press
and be a benefit of membership in SVHE. The first issue from the
new editorial office will come out in January 2017 and will be the 100th edition. Editors are planning a
retrospective look at articles published in past issues.

Dues Letters/Annual Fund

Dues and Annual Fund letters are in the mail! Your support through dues payments and annual
fund contributions is critical to the Society. As always, you can pay dues or contribute online at
www.svhe.org. You do not have to log in to the members section to pay
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Eric Bain-Selbo
Executive Director
Allen Dunn
President
Fiona Tolhurst
Vice President
David Stewart
Treasurer
Julie Phillips
Secretary
Melanie Howard
2017
Paul Swift
2017
Axel Steuer
2017
Margie Jones
2018
Sylvia Skaggs McTague
2018
Amy Berger
2018
Dorothy Hurlburt
2019
Stephen Baker
2019
Judy Meschel
2019
John Wilsey
2019
Cathy Bao Bean
Chair
Bob Spivey
ex-officio
Thanks to Art Remillard, Greg Robbins, Greg Sapp, and Betsy Williams for their service to the Board
and the the Society. We will be electing 4 new Board members this Spring. Please let Eric or Sandy
know if there is anyone you would like to nominate.

SVHE welcomes a new intern to the office at WKU
My name is Lydia Anvar, and I’m a junior at Western Kentucky University where I study professional
writing and nonprofit administration. I’m originally from Louisville—a city where there is no shortage
of nonprofits and socially conscious small businesses. Whether it’s a fair trade coffee shop that respects
the growers’ rights or a non-profit that provides jobs for survivors of human trafficking, I find myself
drawn to organizations that use creative solutions for social good. SVHE is no exception. This organization questions, discusses, and explores the changing world of higher education in an ethical context.
This semester, I’m excited to not only gain experience on the administrative side of nonprofit work,
but to serve as an active contributor to the meaningful work at SVHE.
SVHE has been collaborating with the English department at WKU to provide an internship opportunity
every semester since moving here in 2013. Past interns have worked on improving and maintaining our
social media presence, compiling our historical information, promoting the FM, conducting grant research, and many other tasks. Our interns have gone on to get jobs as technical writers in private industries, work in higher education and attend grad school. Providing this opportunity is one way SVHE stays
true to its mission.
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Society Projects - SWCT in China
Society for Values in Higher Education
SUMMER WORKSHOP FOR COLLEGE TEACHERS IN CHINA
“SWCT”
is a collaboration to promote
INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE
CRITICAL & CREATIVE THINKING
INTERACTIVE CLASSROOMS
with
MODERN PEDAGOGIES AND CLASSICAL WISDOM
Boosted into action in 2010 by SVHE’s Board of Directors and a subsequent Jessie Ball duPont Feasibility Grant, SWCT came into being. Subsequent support from Nancy and David Jones has been
invaluable and consistent with their commitment to help the “left-behind” children in China supplemented by several team member’s institutional support. Our objective was to create a true collaboration for mutual benefit such that, practically and financially, we are responsible for the curriculum
and travel to China while our Chinese hosts would underwrite our inter- and intra-city travel as well
as provide a conference venue.
PRE-2016 TEAMS INCLUDED SVHERS
ERIC BAIN-SELBO, A. HOWARD CARTER, NANCY CORSON CARTER, DONGDONG CHEN,
SOPHIA PANDYA, CARLOS R. PIAR, NICOLAS W. PROCTOR, STEPHEN ROWE, D. GREGORY SAPP, AND PAUL SWIFT.

2016 TEAM GRATEFULLY THANK

KE-JIAN JIN (DEPUTY DIRECTOR, FOREIGN AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT)
DAVID LIU (DIRECTOR, CONFUCIUS INSTITUTE, PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE)
OF
GUIZHOU UNIVERSITY
AND
LIU “CHARLIE” XIANGDONG (ENGLISH DEPARTMENT) & BAI JINGXUAN (VICE DEAN)
OF
TIANJIN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
This year our team was composed of 4 veterans and 2 newbies.
2016 SWCT Team
(front row, l-r)
Nancy Taylor Porter
Cathy Bao Bean
David Tabb Stewart
Reade Dornan
Amy Berger
Adam Porter
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Society Projects - SWCT in China
Cathy Bao Bean, M.A., Chair of SVHE & Co-Director SWCT Team

Author of The Chopsticks-Fork Principle, A Memoir and Manual and co-author of The Chopsticks-Fork Principle x 2, A Bilingual Reader (published in China by Sun Yat-sen University Press
as The Course in Cross-Cultural Communication), she has been a keynoter at over 300 schools,
universities, libraries, and organizations in China and the US., including the State Univ. of New
York, Williams College, American College Personnel Association, Ohio State Univ., Dartmouth
College, U.S. Military Academy (West Point), Tufts Univ., and many Confucius Institutes.

Amy C. Berger, Ph.D., SVHE Board of Directors
FM 2016
Office
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Professor of Geology at Heidelberg University, she was a Director of the SVHE Summer Workshop for College Teachers and awarded for her teaching by both faculty and students. She has
developed role-playing games on civic response to a natural crisis and on water management
strategy designed to bring together issues of water allocation, availability, agricultural use
and pollution, cultural values, as well as economic viability, she accomplishes all of this while
teaching ballroom dancing and knitting/spinning, in between performing in theater & choir
productions.

Reade W. Dornan, Ph.D., former SVHE Board of Directors

Co-author of two books on pedagogy - Multiple Voices, Multiple Texts: Reading in the Content
Areas and Within and Beyond the Writing Process, she is retired from Michigan State University where her research in English education was built on question-asking skills that develop critical reading/language immersion as well as Write-to-Learn techniques that address
various issues like grammar in a process-based classroom and conventional genres of writing while forging
important connections between diverse pedagogies and approaches.

Adam Porter, Ph.D., Dean of Faculty, Illinois College

Professor of Religion, author of, and co-author with David Tabb Stewart of The Josianic Reform, he was among 32 selected by the Council of Independent Colleges to participate in a
yearlong Senior Leadership Academy, chaired a pedagogy program at the Society for Biblical
Literature’s national conferences, and extended his high impact teaching to include popular
culture themes - especially how “Satan” is represented in movies and comics as well as how
bicycles can help society locally and globally.

Nancy Taylor Porter, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Illinois College

Department Chair of Theatre, Academic Director of “First-year Experience,” a principal in
redesigning the General Education Program, and author of Women Direct Shakespeare in
America, she has acted in both educational and professional venues, is a veteran of Shakespeare & Company’s intensive actor training program, has trained as a dancer and singer (soprano) and has as directed over 25 productions, including The Crucible, Pride and Prejudice,
The Secret Garden, Richard III, Children of a Lesser God, and Bonnie & Clyde.

David Tabb Stewart, Ph.D., SVHE Treasurer and Co-Director of SWCT

Associate Professor and Chair of the Religious Studies Dept. at California State Univ.,
Long Beach, Director of the SWCT program in the U.S. for several years, co-author of
The Josianic Reform: Deuteronomy, Prophecy and Israelite Religion, 622 BCE (a role-playing game hosted at Barnard College of Columbia Univ.) and capable in many modern
and ancient languages, he has managed communes that focused on homeless youth and college students
as well as continues to expand his special interests in ancient notions of law, disability, otherness, sex, and
gender.
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Society Projects - SWCT in China
Confucianism
and
The Succession Crisis of the Wanli Emperor
[who has is startling arrayed in the colors of Illinois College, home of the
Porters, comfortably shaded under )

is his First Grand Secretary standing behind him
under a canopy of many colors held by a court eunuch while another
court eunuch (aka game master) escorts one of the remaining Grand
Secretaries to present a memorial advising the Emperor not to disrupt
the ancient order by not appointing his first-born son of his (first) wife
to be his heir.

SWCT starts on a Thursday after dinner and ends on the following Sunday afternoon. By the end of the
24 hours of teaching/learning/conversing, the team models a “Teacher’s Toolkit” by:
•
Larping” (Live Action Role Playing) using Amy and David’s original games as well as those featured in the Reacting to the Past curriculum
•
Taking seriously what too many so-called “developed” countries no longer do when ignoring
human circadian rhythm, i.e., honor the post-prandial “right” to a lunch break that includes time for
a nap.
•
Adopting the Chopsticks-Fork Principle by describing ordinary human events – birthdays, classroom etiquette, etc. - in order to understand the culturally extraordinary.
•
Realizing that prolonged periods of sitting hurts “pìgu”, so that on-the-feet activity must be periodically scheduled.
•
“Cross-talking or xiàngsheng - literally "face and voice" which is a traditional performance in
the form of a dialogue between two performers. In this manner, questions that more passive listeners
may have but are reluctant to ask and answers that can further clarify the “lesson” are given voice in a
timely (and friendly) manner.
•
Imbuing all the above with our respective individual styles of teaching/learning while qualifying
viewpoints with relevant historical/cultural/economic/etc. factors, and good humor.
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Fellows News
Terri Leclerq

Retired English Professor from the School of Law, University of Texas is bemused to reveal that she has
begun the Prison Show Book Club. Pacifica Radio, KPFT, in Houston airs her monthly literary discussions
with all Texas inmates, plus those around the country and world, through on-air programming. This book
club is rather unorthodox becasue paricipants can’t read the same books. However, they read what they can
get their hands on, send their reviews to their “professor” and receive a response. Participants number 100300 a month, which means that retirement was fleeting...however, what a rewarding life!

Carl and Janet Edwards
FM 2016 A funny thing happened on the way to Carl and Janet Edwards’ house… we moved without moving. To

explain: We live, as we have for the last 16 years, on a gravel road which turns off from a paved county road
in the Chapel Hill, NC area. Our county-assigned address shared the name of that road, White Cross Road.
But about a year ago, the county decided that, well, we don’t live there anymore. Designating our gravel
road as a private road, the county required us to rename it. (Their logic: to make it easier for emergency
services to locate our dwelling in case of fire, etc.) So magically, without the trouble of moving, we are now
Society
located at 201 Box Turtle Trail, Chapel Hill, NC 27516. Since mail to the old address will no longer be “forProjects warded” to the new one, we ask SVHE friends and colleagues to update their own address books. We want
to hear from you. E-mail carljanet@bellsouth.net & phone (919/960-7151) remain the same.

Office
News

Fellows
News

Elizabeth Minnich

Her latest book, The Evil of Banality: On The Life And Death Importance of Thinking will be out from Rowman & Littlefield in Spring, 2017. I can think of few communities whose reading and thoughts I would
In
rather have than SVHE people, so may I also say that I would be delighted to send the page proofs to anyone
Memory
who might want them pre-publication, and even more so if that “anyone” might undertake to review the
book.
One reviewer has written, “While I believe it is an ever-present possibility that books can actually make us
better people, I see it as quite rare that they either try to or are successful in doing so: I am convinced that
this one can.
The book is highly original. In part, it is original because it takes up Arendt’s thinking about morality, which
is all too often overlooked because of the power of her political insights. Part of what makes this book so
successful, what makes it the kind of thing that might reach more people than Arendt did, is due to the tone
and voice, which is mature, humane and wise. I am absolutely convinced that this is going to be read very
widely, and loved dearly as a way to help us make sense of our world, ourselves and our actions.”
More about the book can be found here.

Teresa Sullivan

‘Free Speech on Campus’ Symposium Brings Together First Amendment Stars, University Presidents and
Activists
First Amendment scholars will join university presidents, activists and other experts to explore free speech
on campus Oct. 13-14 at the University of Virginia School of Law. Among the scheduled speakers are University of Virginia President Teresa Sullivan, former Colgate University president and current Newseum
CEO Jeffrey Herbst, University of Richmond President Emeritus Edward L. Ayers, Slate senior editor Dahlia Lithwick, and Kelly Carlin, actor, humorist and daughter of George Carlin.
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Fellows News
Eric Bain-Selbo and Greg Sapp

Understanding Sport as a Religious Phenomenon: An Introduction (Bloomsbury, 2016)
Dr. Eric Bain-Selbo, Western Kentucky University, and Dr. D. Gregory Sapp, Stetson University
Readers are introduced to a range of theoretical and methodological approaches used to understand
religion – including sociology, philosophy, psychology, and anthropology – and how they can be used
to understand sport as a religious phenomenon. Topics include the formation of powerful communities
among fans and the religious experience of the fan, myth, symbols and rituals and the sacrality of sport,
and sport and secularization. Case studies are taken from around the world and include the Olympics
(ancient and modern), football in the UK, the All Blacks and New Zealand national identity, college
football in the American South, and gymnastics.
Ideal for classroom use, Understanding Sport as a Religious Phenomenon illuminates the nature of religion through sports phenomena and is a much-needed contribution to the field of religion and popular
culture.

Paul Swift

Paul A. Swift, Ph.D. (Beijing Institute of Technology Zhuhai, Bryant University Zhuhai), is presenting
“Kanei Uechi’s Strategy for Peace Through Cultural Exchange of Karate-do” to the World Cultural Development Forum (2016) at Sao Paulo State University in Sao Paulo, Brazil (August 27-28, 2016). The
forum is sponsored by Sao Paulo State University and the Advanced Humanistic Studies program of
Hubei University, in collaboration with Assam Don Bosco University (India) and the School of Philosophy of Zhongnan University of Economics and Law. The theme of the World Cultural Development
Forum (WCDF) in 2016 is “Peace, Development and Human Common Values” and features scholars
from around the world whose work for the conference will be published on Social Sciences Academic Press. Paul is serving his second term on SVHE’s Board of Directors and is a co-editor of SVHE’s
peer-reviewed journal, FEVER (Forum Engaging Values, Education, and Responsibility).

Bennett Bean

Bennett and his work were the subject of the mid-Atlantic Emmy nominated series State of the Arts.
The video featuring Bennett was nominated in the Arts/Entertainment Program segment category. click
here to see the video.

Judy Meschel

Judy arranged a medley of traditional Channukah songs for four-part chorus which will have it’s world
premiers on December 9-10 woth the Alexandria singers, a 70 member pop chorus in the metro DC
area. She was also appointed to the Executive Board of Women in film.

Marianne Gilbert Finnegan

Marianne continues to keep busy leading non-fiction discussion groups at the McAuley community in
Connecticut. She keeps her participants (ages 80-92) busy also with 5 or 6 sessions on topics such as
“Thirteen Ways of Looking at an Essay” and “Winning Sports Essays.”
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In Memory
Merle Allhouse
1935-2016
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Merle passed away peacefully April 19, 2016, at Westminster Suncoast, St. Petersburg, surrounded by
his family and friends. He was a passionate and lifelong learner and educator. He firmly believed in the power
of education and dialogue to shape societal values, always toward the goal and vision of creating a more just
and peaceful world. He had an extraordinary ability to find connections and relationships in disparate ideas
and systems of knowledge; although he was always a few steps ahead in his thinking, he was never self-important and he was genuinely interested in others’ opinions and thoughts. He was a fervent champion of the
underprivileged and the underserved. His final years were dedicated to broadening the scope and accessibility of education and learning through online mechanisms available to students of diverse ages, cultures, and
socioeconomic backgrounds who could not access more traditional institutional structures.
Merle entered the Society as a Kent Fellow in 1961. Click here to read the full obituary.
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